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Abstract 

In this paper we discuss the k-extensibility and weakly k-extensibility for some special 

types of graphs like Bull graph, Butterfly graph, Durer graph, Friendship graph, Crown graph 

and Banana tree. Also some theorems, lemmas and corollaries are discussed. 

1. Introduction 

A simple graph is a finite non-empty set of object called vertices together 

with a set of unordered pairs of distinct vertices called edges. A graph G with 
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vertex set  GV  and edge set  GE  is denoted by  ., EVG   The edge 

 vue ,  and is denoted by uve   and it is said that e joins the vertices u 

and v; and u and v are called adjacent vertices; u and v said to be incident 

with e. If two vertices are not joined by an edge, then they are said to be non-

adjacent. If two distinct edges are incident with a common vertex, then they 

are said to be adjacent to each other. A set of vertices in a graph G is 

independent if no two vertices are adjacent and independent number is 

denoted by  .0 G  An independent set is said to be maximal, if it is not a 

subset of any larger independent set. Let  EVG ,  be a simple graph. Let k 

be a positive integer. G is said to be k-extendable if every independent set of 

cardinality k in G is contained in a maximum independent set of G. 

Let G be a graph. Let k be a positive integer,   GGVk .1   is said to 

be weakly k-extendable if every non-maximal independent set of cardinality k 

of G is contained in a maximum independent set of G. 

2. Bull Graph 

Definition 2.1. The bull graph is a planar undirected graph with 5 

vertices and 5 edges. In the form of a triangle with two distinct pendent edges 

Example 2.2. Let G: 

 

Figure 1 

The -0 set is   .,, 541 vvv  Here      5220 ,,.3 vvvG   are all 

independent set of cardinality 1 and 2. Which is not contained in the above 

-0 sets of G. Therefore bull graph is not 1-extendable and not 2 extendable. 

It is only  -0 G extendable graph. It is also not weakly 1-extendable, not 

weakly 2-extendable for all    .11, 0  Gkk  
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3. Butterfly Graph 

Definition 3.1. The butterfly graph also called the bowtie graph and the 

hourglass graph is a planer undirected graph with 5 vertices and 6 edges. 

Example 3.2. Let G: 

 

Figure 2 

The -0 sets are         .,,,,,,, 54534131 vvvvvvvv  Here   .20  G  Since 

 2v  independent set of cardinality 1 and non-maximal independent set of 

cardinality 1 which is not contained in any of the above -0 sets of G. Hence 

G is not 1 extendable as well as not weakly 1-extendable. 

4. Durer Graph 

Definition 4.1. The Durer graph is an undirected graph with 12 vertices 

and 18 edges. 

Example 4.2. Let G: 

 

Figure 3 
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Here   .40  G  The -0 sets are      12531105318531 ,,,,,,,,,,, vvvvvvvvvvvv  

          ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 876487531164296427642 vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv  

          ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 111062109621095198519864 vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv  

      .,,,,,,,,,,, 121142121131111031 vvvvvvvvvvvv  Any independent set of 

cardinality k is contained in any one of the above -0 sets of G. Therefore G is 

k-extendable for all  Gkk 01,   and it is also weakly k-extendable for 

all    .11, 0  Gkk  

5. Friendship Graph 

Definition 5.1. The friendship graph (or Dutch windmill graph or n-fan) 

nF  is a planer undirected graph with 12 n  vertices and n3  edges. 

Lemma 5.2. Let nFG   be Friendship, nF  is k-extendable graph for all 

 Gkk 02,   except at .1k  

Proof. Let nFG   be a Friendship graph. Let D be an independent set of 

G cardinality     ,,,,,,,,,, 321321 jsjjjiriii vvvvuuuuDk   where 

ksr   and me ji   for all ., ml  The maximum independent set is 

 asi iiuD :  and aji   for all sbraba  11,,  which contains 

any independent set of cardinality k, for all  .2, 0 Gkk   Also, G 

contains only one-full degree vertex, which is not contained in D. Therefore G 

is not one-extendable. Hence G is k-extendable graph for all 

 ,2, 0 Gkk   except at .1k  

6. Crown Graph 

Definition 6.1. The n-Crown graph an integer 3n  is the graph with 

vertex set  12101210 ,,,,,,,,,  nn yyyyxxxx   and edge set 

   .,1,0:, jinjiyx ii   

Theorem 6.2. Let G be a crown graph,   Gn 3  is k-extendable graph 

for all  Gkk 01,   except at .2k  

Proof. Let G be a crown graph with vertices  .3n  
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The vertex set of G be    12101210 ,,,,,,,,,  nn yyyyxxxxGV   

and the edge set of G be      .,1,0:, jinjiyxGE ii   The 

maximum independent sets of G are     .,,,,,,,,, 12101210  nn yyyyxxxx   

Here   .0 nG   By the definition of Crown graph, there is no edge between 

 ji yx ,  where .ji   That is   ,, ii yx  is the independent set of cardinality 

two which is not contained in the above maximum independent set of G. 

Therefore G is not 2-extendable. From the construction of the maximum 

independent sets of G, it is clear that G is k-extendable for all 

 Gkk 01,   except at .2k  Hence the proof. 

Corollary 6.3. In crown graph  ,3n  we have n number of maximal 

independent sets of cardinality two. So we have non-maximal independent set 

of cardinality one, that clearly contains in any one of the maximum 

independent set of G. Therefore G is weakly 1-extendable. 

7. Banana Tree 

Definition 7.1. An  knB ,  banana tree graph obtained by connecting one 

leaf of each of n copies of an k-star graph with a single root vertex that is 

distinct from all the stars. 

Theorem 7.2. Let ,, knBG   if   ,,0 nnkkn   then G is not 

extendable for all   121,  nnkkk  and it is not weakly extendable for 

all   .21, nnkkk   

Proof. Let ., knBG   To prove this theorem by using induction on n, Let 

.,2 ,2 kBGn   The vertex set of kB ,2  be   .,,, 12211  kvvvV   The 

graph of kBG ,2  is given below, 
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Figure (4) 

From the above graph, we seen that the maximum independent set is, 

          ,,,,,,22,,,,,,,, 433,203232 vvuvuukBuuuvvv kkk   

       ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 433543543543 vvuuvvvvuvvvvuvvvu kk   

  kkk uuvvvvuuuvv ,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 3543435   are all independent 

set of cardinality k, for all  ,321,  kkk  which is not contained in the 

above -0 sets of .,2 kB  Therefore kB ,2  is not k-extendable for all 

   .11, ,20  kBkk  

   1354343543 ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, kkk uuvvvvuuuvvvvu   are 

all non-maximal independent set of ,,2 kB  which is not contained in the above 

-0 sets of .,2 kB Hence kB ,2  is not weakly k-extendable for all 

   .21, ,20  kBkk  Suppose .,3 , knBGn   The vertex set of kB ,3  

be   .,,, 13212  kvvvV   The graph of kBG ,3  is given below, 

 

Figure 5 
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From the above graph, we seen that the maximum independent set is, 

    .33,,,,,,,,,,,, ,30323232  kBwwwuuuvvv kkkk   

           ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 43543543433 vvuvvvvuvvvuvvuvuu k  

    ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 35434354335  uvvvvuuuvvvvuuvv kkk  

  kkkk wwwuuvvvvuu ,,,,,,,,,,,,, 433543   are all independent set 

of cardinality k, for all  ,531  kk  which is not contained in the above 

-0 sets of .,3 kB  Therefore kB ,3  is not k-extendable for all 

       ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,21, 354343543,30 uvvvvuuuvvvvuBkk kkk   

    ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 354333543 kkkkk uuvvvvuwuuvvvvuu   

143 ,,, kwww   are all non-maximal independent set of ,,3 kB  which is not 

contained in the above -0 sets of .,3 kB  Hence kB ,3  is not weakly k- 

extendable for all    .31, ,30  kBkk  Suppose the result is true for 

knBn ,,  is not k-extendable for all  .121,  nnkkk  Also knB ,  is not 

weakly k-extendable for all  .21, nnkkk   Since the result is true for n, 

that means -0 set of knB ,  contains  -nnk  vertices. In ,,1 knB   the graph 

knB ,1  is partition into two graphs one is knB ,  and another one is a 

subgraph which is nothing but .1,1 nK  Let .,1 knB   The vertex set of knB ,1  

be     .,,, 121 knkvvvV    The graph of knBG ,1  is given below, 

 

Figure 6 
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From the above graph, we seen that the maximum independent set is, 

  .,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 2121323232 kkkkk ssszzzwwwuuuvvv   

Therefore             ,,,,,,,,,,,1 43433,10 kkn vvvuvvuvuuknnkB    

 kkkk SSzzuuvvu ,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 3133   are all independent set of 

,,1 knB   which is not contained in the above -0 sets of .,1 knB   Therefore 

knB ,1  is not k-extendable for all       ,2211, uknnkkk   

       ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 13343433  zuuvvuvvvuvvuvu kkk  

13 ,,, kk ssz   are all non-maximal independent set of ,,1 knB   which is not 

contained in the above -0 sets of .,1 knB   Therefore knB ,1  is not weakly k- 

extendable for all    .3211,  knnkkk  Hence the proof. 
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